
 

Helping to keep your vehicles clean and moving 
Our main priority as a society is to try to minimise and prevent the spread of the coronavirus 
while allowing businesses to go about their daily duties as best as possible.   
 
There are a number of ways we are able to help you do this: 
 

o Deep Cleans: 
If any driver or delivery person suffers symptoms or is diagnosed with COVID-19 (or 
even if it is just for precautionary reasons. If it is a multi-driver vehicle or carrying a 
sensitive load such as food products) we are able to give the vehicle a full deep clean 
to prevent the spread. 

 

o Warehouse/Driver rest room cleaning 
We can also offer additional services to support with warehouse and driver rest room 
cleaning, to ensure your common areas are decontaminated to help prevent the risk 
of spread amongst staff members. 

 

o Disinfectant 
While our cleaning products will help kill and prevent the spread of the virus, we are 
adding the disinfecting of vehicles as part of our standard wash procedure; this is an 
extra precautionary measure. 
 

We will also be providing drivers with hand sanitiser to use before coming into contact 
with any card/vending machines.  

 

o Social Distancing 
While our mobile units are majority lone workers and have little contact with other 
colleagues or customers, we still require job sheets signed by customers. 
 

If you would prefer, we are able to send a notification ahead of time that we will be 
shortly arriving followed by a summary notification and job card of the vehicles 
cleaned once we leave.   
 

This will help reduce cross contamination of electronic tablets/limit social interaction 
between ours and your staff.  If this is something you would be interested in please 
advise us accordingly.  

 
What we are doing internally 
 

 Daily disinfection and deep clean of fixed sites/mobile units 

 Additional wall mounted hand sanitizers at our fixed sites for both staff and customers 

 Guidance to all colleagues on following basic hygiene measures, and instructions on 
what to do should they feel unwell. 

 We have a robust IT system which allows our support team to work from home as 
needed 
 

Whilst we are facing the most uncertain of times, we are here to help and support you through 
this challenging time. We will continue to keep you updated should there be any significant 
changes. 
 
If you have any questions at all, please do not hesitate to get in touch. 
The Management Team. 


